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Abstract 

A Fuzzy labeling graph have been contained specific conditions to give the values of 

vertices or edges or both. Vertex perfect fuzzy labeling graph, vertex perfect bipolar fuzzy 

labeling graph, vertex, edge anti-magic fuzzy labeling graph, vertex and edge anti-magic bipolar 

fuzzy labeling graphs these are the new ideas of this paper. Additionally, we explain a few 

models and hypotheses. 

1. Introduction 

Fuzzy graph ideas were explores by Zadeh [1] in 1965. The connectivity 
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concepts between fuzzy cut nodes and fuzzy bridges were established by 

Bhattacharya [2]. Hypothetical ideas of a few fuzzy graphs, for example, 

paths, cycles, connectedness were exposed by this. By the fuzzy graphs which 

can explained numerous issues. 

The fuzzy graph has been developed quickly and numerous applications 

in different fields. An exponential development for research on fuzzy graphs 

both inside mathematics and its applications in science and technology. In 

many places, a fuzzy graph deviates from generalized crisp graphs. 

The problem of labeling graphs is one which has attracted a number of 

researchers. A bibliography of almost all works on labeling is enlisted by 

Gallian [3] in 2014. A graph labeling has been containing certain conditions 

for vertices and edges. In 1963, the notation of magic graph was introduced 

by sedlacek [4]. The properties of magic graphs were defined by A. Kotzig and 

A. Rosa [4] in 1970. The applications of fuzzy labeling graphs are coding 

hypotheses, X-ray, radar, astronomy, circuit plan, communication networks 

etc. The idea of fuzzy labeling, magic fuzzy labeling graph, some of their 

properties was introduced by Nagoorgani [5-8]. K. Ameenal Bibi and M. Devi 

[9-[5] discussed fuzzy vertex graceful labeling in 2017. In 2016, R. Jebesty 

Shajila and S. Vimala [11-12] talked about some fuzzy labeling graphs N. 

Sujatha talked about triangular fuzzy graceful labeling in 2017. M. Fathalian 

[13] deliberated simple graphs for fuzzy magic labeling. M. Akram [14-16] 

deliberated many types of fuzzy graph in 2011 and 2013. In 2016, S. N. 

Mishra and Antipal [17] talked about the magic fuzzy labeling graph. Seema 

Mehra and Manjeet Singh [6] introduced an intuitionistic fuzzy magic 

labeling graph in 2017. In the same year P. K. Kishore Kumar [19] talked 

about on interval valued intuitionistic fuzzy labeling graphs. K. Kalaiarasi 

and P. Geethanjali [21] discussed some new concepts of Arc sequences in 

fuzzy graphs. 

Here we talked about, the first section contains preliminaries, the second 

section contains vertex perfect edge anti-magic fuzzy labeling graphs, and 

vertex perfect vertex anti-magic fuzzy labeling graphs. Likewise, the third 

section vertex perfect edge anti-magic bipolar fuzzy labeling graphs and 

vertex perfect vertex anti-magic bipolar fuzzy labeling graphs examine. 
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2. Preliminaries 

Definition 2.1 [8]. A fuzzy labeling graph is said to be a edge anti-magic 

fuzzy labeling graph if      vvuu  ,  has some specific values for all 

Vvu ,  which is indicated by  .GMA   

Definition 2.2 [8]. A fuzzy labeling graph is said to be vertex anti-magic 

fuzzy labeling graph if      wvvvu ,,   has some specific values for all 

Vwvu ,,  which is indicated by  .GMA  

Definition 2.3 [9]. A fuzzy labeling graph is said to be a magic bipolar 

fuzzy labeling graph if  

(i)      vuvu PPP   has a same value for all Vvu ,  which is 

indicated by  .0 GmP  

(ii)      vuvu NNN   has a same value for all Vvu ,  which is 

indicated by  .0 GmN  

Definition 2.4 [8]. A fuzzy labeling graph is said to be a anti-magic 

bipolar fuzzy labeling graph if 

(i)      vuvu PPP   has some specific values for all Vvu ,  which 

is indicated by  .GmP
A  

(ii)      vuvu NNN   has some specific values for all Vvu ,  

which is indicated by  .GM N
A  

3. Vertex Perfect Vertex Anti-Magic and Vertex Perfect Edge Anti-

Magic Fuzzy Labeling Graphs 

In this section we consider, 

G  The Fuzzy graph 

LG  The Fuzzy labeling graph 

ALG  The Fuzzy anti-labeling graph 
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B
LG  Bipolar Fuzzy labeling graph 

B
ALG  Bipolar Fuzzy anti-labeling graph 

V  Vertices 

E  Edges 

nC  The Fuzzy Cycle graph 

Definition 3.1. A fuzzy labeling graph is represented by vertex perfect 

vertex anti-magic fuzzy labeling graph if 

(i) In 4, nCn  any one of the vertex value must be one. 

(ii)      cbbba ,,   has some specific values for all Vvba ,,  

and it is indicated by  .ALGVPVM  

Example 3.1. 

LG  

 

Figure 3.1.  .ALGVPVM  

In Figure 3.1, 

   8.0,9.0,6.0,7.0,1,,,, 5544332211  mvmvmvmvmvV  

   1.0,5.0,2.0,4.0,3.0,,,, 5544332211  mememememeE  

     5511112211 ,, mvmvmvmvmv   

     3322222211 ,, mvmvmvmvmv   
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      4.1,, 5544555511  mvmvmvmvmv  

      2.1,, 4433333322  mvmvmvmvmv  

      6.1,, 5544443355  mvmvmvmvmv  

Hence the graph LG  is  .GVPVMAL  

Remark 3.1. A fuzzy labeling graph is represented by vertex perfect 

vertex magic fuzzy labeling graph if 

(i) In 3C  and 4C  any one of the vertex value must be one. 

(ii)      cbbba ,,   has same values for all Vcba ,,  and it is 

indicated by  .LGVPVM  

Example 3.2. 

LG  

 

Figure 3.2.  .LGVPVM  

In Figure 3.2, 

   9.0,7.0,1,, 332211  mvmvmvV  

   2.0,5.0,4.0,, 332211  mememeE  

     3311112211 ,, mvmvmvmvmv   

     1122223322 ,, mvmvmvmvmv   

      6.1,, 2233331133  mvmvmvmvmv  

Hence the graph LG  is  .LGVPVM  

Example 3.3. 
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LG  

 

Figure 3.3.  .LGVPVM  

In Figure 3.3, 

   9.0,7.0,8.0,1,,, 44332211  mvmvmvmvV  

   1.0,5.0,3.0,4.0,,, 44332211  memememeE  

     4411112211 ,, mvmvmvmvmv   

     1122223322 ,, mvmvmvmvmv   

     2233334433 ,, mvmvmvmvmv   

      5.1,, 1144443344  mvmvmvmvmv  

Hence the graph LG  is  .LGVPVM  

Definition 3.2. A fuzzy labeling graph is represented by vertex perfect 

edge anti-magic fuzzy labeling graph if 

(i) In 4, nCn  any one of the vertex value must be one 

(ii)      bbaa  ,  has some specific values for all Vba ,  and it 

is indicated by  .ALGVPVM  

Example 3.4. 
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LG  

 

Figure 3.4.  .ALGVPVM  

In Figure 3.4, 

   8.0,7.0,9.0,6.0,1,,,, 5544332211  mvmvmvmvmvV  

   1.0,5.0,2.0,4.0,3.0,,,, 5544332211  mememememeE  

     22221111 , mvmvmvmv   

     33332222 , mvmvmvmv   

     55551111 , mvmvmvmv   

9.1  

      8.1, 44443333  mvmvmvmv  

      0.2, 55554444  mvmvmvmv  

Hence the graph LG  is  .ALGVPVM  

Remark 3.2. A fuzzy labeling graph is represented vertex perfect edge 

magic fuzzy labeling graph if 

(i) In 3C  and 4C  any one of the vertex value must be one 

(ii)      bbaa  ,  has same values for all Vba ,  and it is 

indicated by  .LGVPVM  

Example 3.5.  
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LG  

 

Figure 3.5.  .LGVPVM  

In Figure 3.5, 

   8.0,6.0,1,, 332211  mvmvmvV  

   1.0,5.0,3.0,, 332211  mememeE  

     22221111 , mvmvmvmv   

     33332222 , mvmvmvmv   

      9.1, 11113333  mvmvmvmv  

Hence the graph LG  is  .LGVPVM  

Example 3.6. 

LG  

 

Figure 3.6.  .LGVPVM  

In Figure 3.6, 
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   6.0,9.0,8.0,1,,, 44332211  mvmvmvmvV  

   3.0,4.0,2.0,1.0,,, 44332211  memememeE  

     22221111 , mvmvmvmv   

     33332222 , mvmvmvmv   

     44443333 , mvmvmvmv   

      9.1, 11114444  mvmvmvmv  

Hence the graph LG  is  .LGVPVM  

Theorem 3.1. Let 5, nCn  be a vertex perfect fuzzy labeling graph cycle. 

Then it has vertex magic (or) edge magic fuzzy labeling graph. 

Proof. Suppose that 5, nCn  that means 3n  and 4n  then the 

fuzzy graph FG  is vertex perfect fuzzy labeling graph. We have to prove FG  

is vertex magic (or) edge magic fuzzy labeling graph. If possible suppose the 

contrary. 

Suppose that if 3n  in that case by the definition of cycle if nvv 1  and 

.3n  which is impossible to our assumption. And 4n  then the fuzzy 

graph has any of the vertex value (or) edge value is same. It is impossible by 

definition of fuzzy labeling graph the membership values of the vertex and 

edges has specific values which is also logical inconsistency to our 

assumption. Therefore, Our supposition that isn’t right. 

If 3n  and 4n  then the condition is hold. 

Hence if 5, nCn  be a vertex perfect fuzzy labeling graph cycle. Then it 

has vertex magic (or) edge magic fuzzy labeling graph. 

Preposition 3.1. Every regular fuzzy graph is not vertex perfect edge 

anti-magic fuzzy labeling graph. 

Proof. Since   MvdG   for all .Vv   

Also for ''S  regular fuzzy graph   a constant and    ba, constant 

for all ., Vba   
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Which is impossible in fuzzy labeling, since for fuzzy labeling graphs 

 a  and  ba,  are specific values for every vertex and edge. 

But for vertex perfect edge anti- magic labeling fuzzy graph 

     bbaa  ,  has distinct and any one vertex value is perfect (i.e.) 

one. 

Hence every regular fuzzy graph is not vertex perfect edge anti-magic 

fuzzy labeling graph. 

Preposition 3.2. Every regular fuzzy graph is not a vertex perfect vertex 

anti-magic fuzzy labeling graph. 

Note. (1) Every complete fuzzy graph is not vertex perfect edge magic 

fuzzy labeling graph. 

(2) Every complete fuzzy graph is not a vertex perfect vertex magic fuzzy 

labeling graph. 

(3) Every complete fuzzy graph is not vertex perfect edge anti- magic 

fuzzy labeling graph. 

(4) Every complete fuzzy graph is not vertex perfect vertex anti-magic 

fuzzy labeling graph. 

4. Vertex Perfect Vertex Anti-Magic and Vertex Perfect Edge Anti-

Magic Bipolar Fuzzy Labeling Graphs 

Definition 4.1. A fuzzy labeling graph is represented by a vertex perfect 

vertex anti-magic bipolar fuzzy labeling graph if 

(i) In 4, nCn  any one of the vertex     1,1  aa NP  and 

     cbaba PPP ,,   has some specific values for all Vcba ,,  which 

is indicated as  .AL
P GVPVM  

(ii) In 4, nCn  any one of the vertex     1,1  aa NP  and 

     cbaba NNN ,,   has some specific values for all Vcba ,,  

which is indicated as  .AL
N GVPVM  
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The vertex perfect vertex anti-magic bipolar fuzzy labeling graph is 

indicated by  .B
ALGVPVM  

Example 4.1. 

LG  

 

Figure 4.1.  .B
ALGVPVM  

In Figure 4.1, 

       ,8.0,8.0,6.0,6.0,1,1,,,, 5544332211  mvmvmvmvmvV  

   7.0,7.0,9.0,9.0   

     ,5.0,5.0,3.0,3.0,,,, 5544332211  mememememeE  

     1.0,1.0,4.0,4.0,2.0,2.0   

     5511112211 ,, mvmvmvmvmv ppp   

      4.1,, 3322221122  mvmvmvmvmv ppp  

      5.1,, 4433332233  mvmvmvmvmv ppp  

      5.1,, 5544443344  mvmvmvmvmv ppp  

      2.1,, 1155554455  mvmvmvmvmv ppp  

     5511112211 ,, mvmvmvmvmv NNN   
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      4.1,, 3322221122  mvmvmvmvmv NNN  

      5.1,, 4433332233  mvmvmvmvmv NNN  

      5.1,, 5544443344  mvmvmvmvmv NNN  

      2.1,, 1155554455  mvmvmvmvmv NNN  

Hence the graph LG  is  .B
ALGVPVM  

Remark 4.1. A fuzzy labeling graph is represented by a vertex perfect 

vertex magic bipolar fuzzy labeling graph if 

(i) In 3C  and 4C  any one of the vertex     1,1  aa Np  and 

     cbaba ppp ,,   has a same value for all Vcba ,,  which is 

indicated as  .L
p GVPVM  

(ii) In 3C  and 4C  any one of the vertex     1,1  aa Np  and 

     cbaba NNN ,,   has a same value for all Vcba ,,  which is 

indicated as  .L
N GVPVM  

The vertex perfect vertex magic bipolar fuzzy labeling graph is indicated 

by  .B
LGVPVM  

Example 4.2. 

LG  

 

Figure 4.2.  .B
LGVPVM  
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In Figure 4.2, 

       8.0,8.0,7.0,6.0,1,1,, 332211  mvmvmvV  

       2.0,1.0,5.0,5.0,3.0,3.0,, 332211  mememeE  

     3311112211 ,, mvmvmvmvmv ppp   

     3322221122 ,, mvmvmvmvmv ppp   

      4.1,, 2233331133  mvmvmvmvmv ppp  

     3311112211 ,, mvmvmvmvmv NNN   

     3322221122 ,, mvmvmvmvmv NNN   

      5.1,, 2233331133  mvmvmvmvmv NNN  

Hence the graph LG  is  .B
LGVPVM  

Example 4.3. 

LG  

 

Figure 4.3.  .B
LGVPVM  

In Figure 4.3, 

         6.0,9.0,3.0,7.0,7.0,8.0,1,1,,, 44332211  mvmvmvmvV  

         2.0,3.0,8.0,2.0,5.0,5.0,4.0,1.0,,, 44332211  memememeE
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     3311112211 ,, mvmvmvmvmv ppp   

     3322221122 ,, mvmvmvmvmv ppp   

     4433332233 ,, mvmvmvmvmv ppp   

      4.1,, 1144443344  mvmvmvmvmv ppp  

     3311112211 ,, mvmvmvmvmv NNN   

     3322221122 ,, mvmvmvmvmv NNN   

     4433332233 ,, mvmvmvmvmv NNN   

      6.1,, 1144443344  mvmvmvmvmv NNN  

Hence the graph LG  is  .B
LGVPVM  

Definition 4.2. A fuzzy labeling graph is represented by a vertex perfect 

edge anti-magic bipolar fuzzy labeling graph if 

(i) In 4, nCn  any one of the vertex     1,1  aa Np  and 

     bbaa ppp  ,   has some specific values for all Vcba ,,  which is 

indicated as  .AL
p GVPVM  

(ii) In 4, nCn  any one of the vertex     1,1  aa Np  and 

     bbaa NNN  ,  has some specific values for all Vcba ,,  which 

is indicated as  .AL
N GVPVM  

The vertex perfect edge anti-magic bipolar fuzzy labeling graph is 

indicated by  .B
ALGVPVM  

Example 4.4. 
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LG  

 

Figure 4.4.  .B
ALGVPVM  

In Figure 4.4, 

       ,5.0,5.0,6.0,6.0,1,1,,,, 5544332211  mvmvmvmvmvV  

   8.0,8.0,9.0,9.0   

     ,2.0,2.0,3.0,3.0,,,, 5544332211  mememememeE  

     1.0,1.0,7.0,7.0,4.0,4.0   

     22221111 , mvmvmvmv ppp   

      9.1, 55551111  mvmvmvmv ppp  

      3.1, 33332222  mvmvmvmv ppp  

      8.1, 44443333  mvmvmvmv ppp  

      4.2, 55554444  mvmvmvmv ppp  

     22221111 , mvmvmvmv NNN   

      9.1, 55551111  mvmvmvmv NNN  

      3.1, 33332222  mvmvmvmv NNN  

      8.1, 44443333  mvmvmvmv NNN  
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      4.2, 55554444  mvmvmvmv NNN  

Hence the graph LG  is  .B
ALGVPVM  

Remark 4.2. A fuzzy labeling graph is represented by a vertex perfect 

edge magic bipolar fuzzy labeling graph if 

(i) In 3C  and 4C  any one of the vertex     1,1  aa Np  (If 3n  

and 4n  and      bbaa ppp  ,  has same values for all Vcba ,,  

which is indicated as  .GVPVM p
L  

(ii) In 3C  and 4C  any one of the vertex     1,1  aa NP  (If 3n  

and 4n  and      bbaa NNN  ,  has same values for all 

Vcba ,,  which is indicated as  .GVPVM N
L  

The vertex perfect edge magic bipolar fuzzy labeling graph is indicated by 

 .B
LGVPVM  

Example 4.5. 

LG  

 

Figure 4.5.  .B
LGVPVM  

In Figure 4.5, 

       8.0,8.0,7.0,6.0,1,1,, 332211  mvmvmvV  

       2.0,1.0,5.0,5.0,3.0,3.0,, 332211  mememeE  

     22221111 , mvmvmvmv ppp   

     33332222 , mvmvmvmv ppp   
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      9.1, 11113333  mvmvmvmv ppp  

     22221111 , mvmvmvmv NNN   

     33332222 , mvmvmvmv NNN   

      0.2, 11113333  mvmvmvmv NNN  

Hence the graph LG  is  .B
LGVPVM  

Example 4.6. 

LG  

 

Figure 4.6.  .B
LGVPVM  

In Figure 4.6, 

         8.0,6.0,9.0,9.0,6.0,8.0,1,1,,, 44332211  mvmvmvmvV  

       ,3.0,4.0,5.0,2.0,4.0,1.0,,, 44332211  memememeE  

 2.0,3.0   

     22221111 , mvmvmvmv ppp   

     33332222 , mvmvmvmv ppp   

     44443333 , mvmvmvmv ppp   

      9.1, 11114444  mvmvmvmv ppp  

     22221111 , mvmvmvmv NNN   

     33332222 , mvmvmvmv NNN   
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     44443333 , mvmvmvmv NNN   

      0.2, 11114444  mvmvmvmv NNN  

Hence the graph LG  is  .B
LGVPVM  

Theorem 4.1. If vertex perfect bipolar fuzzy labeling graph B
LVPG  has an 

vertex anti-magic bipolar fuzzy labeling graph or edge anti-magic bipolar 

fuzzy labeling graph, then B
LVPG  is not edge perfect bipolar fuzzy labeling 

graph. 

Proof. Case (i). First suppose that the vertex perfect bipolar fuzzy 

labeling graph B
LVPG  has a vertex anti-magic bipolar fuzzy labeling graph at 

that point 

       GVMcbaba p
L

ppp  ,,  (specific value Vvu  ,  

       GVMcbaba N
L

NNN  ,,  has specific value and any one of 

the vertex is    u1,1   (i.e.)     .1,1  aa Np  

Conversely suppose that the edge perfect bipolar fuzzy labeling graph 

B
LEPG  has an vertex anti-magic bipolar fuzzy labeling graph then 

           cbabacbaba NNNppp ,,,,,   has some values are 

specific and any one of the edge value must be  .1,1    (i.e.) 

    .1,,1,  baba Np  That is    1,1,  ba  which is impossible since 

FLG  is a fuzzy labeling graph. The definition of fuzzy labeling graph is 

     baba  ,  which is contradiction to our assumption. 

Hence edge perfect bipolar fuzzy labeling graph has not an vertex anti-

magic bipolar fuzzy labeling graph. 

Case (ii). Suppose that the vertex perfect bipolar fuzzy labeling graph 

B
LVPG  has an edge antimagic bipolar fuzzy labeling graph then 

     bbaa ppp  ,  and      bbaa NNN  ,  has distinct value 

and any one of the vertex must be  .1,1       .1,1  aa Np  
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Conversely suppose that the edge perfect bipolar fuzzy labeling graph 

B
LEPG  has an edge anti-magic bipolar fuzzy labeling graph then 

     bbaa ppp  ,  and      bbaa NNN  ,  has specific value 

and any one of the edge value must be       .1,,1,,1,1  baba Np   That 

is    1,1,  ba  which is impossible since LG  is a fuzzy labeling graph. 

The definition of fuzzy labeling graph is      baba  ,  which is 

contradiction to our assumption. 

Hence edge perfect bipolar fuzzy labeling graph has not an edge anti-

magic bipolar fuzzy labeling graph. 

From case (i) and case (ii) we have every vertex perfect bipolar fuzzy 

labeling graph has an vertex anti-magic bipolar fuzzy labeling graph (or) edge 

magic bipolar fuzzy labeling graph. 

Hence the theorem. 

Theorem 4.2. Let 5, nCn  be a vertex perfect bipolar fuzzy labeling 

graph cycle. Then it has vertex magic (or) edge magic bipolar fuzzy labeling 

graph. 

Proof. Suppose that .5, nCn  That means 3n  and 4n  then the 

fuzzy graph FG  is vertex perfect bipolar fuzzy labeling graph. We have to 

prove FG  is vertex magic (or) edge magic bipolar fuzzy labeling graph. If 

possible suppose the contrary. 

Suppose that if 3n  in that case by the definition of cycle if nvv 1  and 

.3n  which is impossible to our assumption. And 4n  then the fuzzy 

graph has any of the vertex value (or) edge value is same. It is impossible by 

definition of fuzzy labeling graph the membership values of the vertex and 

edges are specific values which is also logical inconsistency to our 

assumption. Therefore, Our supposition that isn’t right. 

If 3n  and 4n  then the condition is hold. 

Hence if 5, nCn  be a vertex perfect bipolar fuzzy labeling graph cycle. 

Then it has vertex magic (or) edge magic bipolar fuzzy labeling graph. 
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Note. (1) Every regular fuzzy labeling graph is not a vertex perfect edge 

magic bipolar fuzzy labeling graph. 

(2) Every regular fuzzy labeling graph is not vertex perfect vertex magic 

bipolar fuzzy labeling graph.  

(3) Every complete fuzzy graph is not vertex perfect edge magic bipolar 

fuzzy labeling graph. 

(4) Every complete fuzzy graph is not vertex perfect vertex magic bipolar 

fuzzy labeling graph. 

(5) Every regular fuzzy labeling graph is not vertex perfect edge anti-

magic bipolar fuzzy labeling graph. 

(6) Every regular fuzzy labeling graph is not vertex perfect vertex anti-

magic bipolar fuzzy labeling graph. 

(7) Every complete fuzzy graph is not vertex perfect edge anti-magic 

bipolar fuzzy labeling graph. 

(8) Every complete fuzzy graph is not vertex perfect vertex anti-magic 

bipolar fuzzy labeling graph. 

Conclusion 

The new idea has been explained of this paper, for perfect bipolar fuzzy 

labeling graphs, perfect vertex magic bipolar fuzzy labeling graph, perfect 

edge magic bipolar fuzzy labeling graph. Then we could be derived numerous 

fuzzy magic graphs and numerous hypotheses. In the future papers we will 

be talked about the remaining work. 
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